Introduction

Evolution of the Human mtDNA Molecule
As a nonrecombining locus (Ingman et al. 2000; Jorde and Bamshad 2000; Kivisild and Villems 2000; Kumar et al. 2000; Parsons and Irwin 2000) , mitochondrial DNA can be analyzed in modern humans to yield a chronology of ancient genetic prehistory (Wilson et al. 1985) . This feature has been successfully exploited to argue for a recent African origin of the human species (Vigilant et al. 1991; Penny et al. 1995) . Soon after the appearance of anatomically modern humans about 130,000 years ago (Day and Stringer 1982; Bräuer 1989) , an early expansion across Africa left its footsteps particularly in the mitochondria of the Bushmen and the west Pygmies (Watson et al. 1997 ). Subsequently, an east African reexpansion 60,000-80,000 years ago repopulated Africa and ultimately led to a migration out of Africa of at least one (Watson et al. 1997) or at least two major mtDNA types (Quintana-Murci et al. 1999) , corresponding to the minimum number of emigrant women. Their descendants appear to have replaced all preexisting Eurasian Homo erectus or Homo neanderthalensis mtDNA types, given that no divergent mtDNA types have been found in any survey of modern humans (e.g., Torroni et al. 1994b; Richards et al. 1996, p. 196) . According to the mtDNA sequences recovered from Neanderthal bones (Krings et al. 1997; Ovchinnikov et al.mour et al. 1996; Tishkoff et al. 1996; Forster et al. 2000) , but not all (Harding et al. , 2000 , are thought to have prehistories similar to that of mtDNA, underlining the need to study many loci before generalizing from molecules to a whole species.
With this overall picture of mitochondrial prehistory coming into focus, geneticists soon shifted their attention to the question of whether modern European, Asian, Papuan, and Australian mtDNA types derive from an uninterrupted demographic expansion of the out-of-Africa founders (strong Garden of Eden model), or whether an initial expansion was followed by the formation of regional gene pools, which, after a period of isolation and drift, expanded demographically and geographically to form the present mtDNA variation in different continents and regions (weak Garden of Eden model). One early methodology with which to explore these alternative scenarios was that of pairwise sequence difference distributions, or ''mismatch distributions,'' which were identified with global demographic expansions 80,000 to 40,000 years ago, thought to be in agreement with the weak Garden of Eden model (Harpending et al. 1993; Sherry et al. 1994) . However, the mismatch distribution approach as used by Harpending et al. (1993) and Sherry et al. (1994) relied on implicit assumptions concerning the underlying mtDNA tree . Nevertheless, independent phylogenetic studies on mtDNA restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) in Europeans , Asians (Ballinger et al. 1992a (Ballinger et al. , 1992b Torroni et al. 1993b Torroni et al. , 1994c Starikovskaya et al. 1998; Schurr et al. 1999) , Papuans ), Americans (Torroni et al. 1993a (Torroni et al. , 1994a , and Indians (Kivisild et al. 1999) implicitly confirmed the weak Garden of Eden model by finding distinct and phylogenetically deep mtDNA branches in each continent or region.
In this study, we present a chronology for the outof-Africa migration and the onset of demographic ex- Torroni et al. (1993a Torroni et al. ( , 1994a , the worldwide sample by Cann, Stoneking, and Wilson (1987) as explained in Materials and Methods, and the preselected sample of 30 Indians published by Passarino et al. (1996). pansions in Papua New Guinea and Asia. To achieve this aim, we first identified starlike mtDNA clusters diagnostic for demographic expansions by applying a new phylogenetic star contraction algorithm on high-resolution (14-enzyme) mtDNA RFLP data for 826 Asians and Papuans ( fig. 1 ). The star contraction method identifies and distinguishes starlike phylogenetic clusters from nonstarlike branches according to a parameter specifying mutational time depth, one that is akin to cutting through a bush at a fixed height with a trimmer and then examining the diameters of the branches. An increased diameter, i.e., a greater molecule census, of any single cluster may arguably be the result of local circumstance; however, we observed that the clusters grouped together in geographically and temporally distinct sets, with each set therefore indicating a general demographic expansion. Genetic dating of these sets of clusters then allowed us to identify the relative and absolute times of different demographic expansions in Asia, which ultimately led to the peopling not only of the whole of Asia and Papua New Guinea, but also of America and Polynesia. To compare our RFLP-based results with published mtDNA control region sequences, we took advantage of the hitherto unpublished correspondence table (appendix) linking the samples RFLP-typed by Cann, Stoneking, and Wilson (1987) and with the overlapping sample set sequenced for the mtDNA control region by Vigilant et al. (1991) .
Alternative Data Contraction Methods
Two prerequisites for classifying ancestral mtDNA molecules into expansion classes are (1) a large mtDNA data set and (2) a rigorous procedure that classifies every node in the evolutionary tree, including nodes that are extinct and including expansion nodes within expansion clades. Previously, Oota et al. (1999) and Wang et al. (2000) had qualitatively classified and interpreted certain mtDNA control region sequences as radiation types, taking into account these factors. The phylogenetic star contraction algorithm we present here is designed to tackle both of these points for mtDNA RFLPs. The rather large Asian data set (826 individuals) is not amenable to conventional phylogenetic analysis and visualization methods, and an analysis of subsets of the data (as previously published) would be of little help here, as expansion nodes will inevitably transgress arbitrary population and haplogroup subdivisions. The second point, i.e., characterization of clusters, equally requires our new star contraction algorithm rather than conventional data contraction methods. For example, the ''frequency Ͼ1'' option in the Network 3.0 program package does reduce mtDNA data as efficiently as star contraction (see Results), but at the cost of losing all singletons, without which time estimates would be skewed. More seriously, this option cannot classify extinct nodes as expansion nodes. The topiary pruning method (Wills 1995) is not an alternative due to its inherent weaknesses. In the first step, topiary pruning determines the consensus sequence of the data set and successively contracts the data in the direction of the consensus. A secondary aim of topiary pruning is to determine the root. However, inhomogeneous data sets consisting of widely different subsample sizes will considerably influence the consensus sequence and hence the rooting, such that the algorithm will produce a correct answer only in exceptional circumstances. Even with representative sampling, strong expansion events creating dominant sequence clusters (such as the major L2 and L3 clusters in Africa) will inevitably misguide the consensus rooting. Another serious problem in the algorithm is that obvious parallelisms are not identified as such, leading the contraction astray (Röhl 1999) .
Molecules, Humans, and Populations
Two radically different approaches are currently popular in the endeavor to reconstruct human prehistory by means of molecular genetics (Pritchard and Feldman 1996; Risch, Kidd, and Tishkoff 1996; Stumpf and Goldstein 2001) . There are those geneticists who set out from the DNA molecule as the basic unit of investigation Torroni et al. 1998; QuintanaMurci et al. 1999; Richards et al. 2000) , and there are those who set out from a (suitably defined) population as the basic unit (e.g., Relethford and Jorde 1999) . Both approaches then attempt to reconstruct the prehistory of their respective units, delivering results which are not intended to be comparable (Harpending et al. 1998) . For example, an increase in one type of molecule does not necessarily entail a net increase of humans in the ''population.'' While the molecular approach aspires to reconstruct the evolution of a genetic locus with the longterm aim of assembling many independent locus histories into a history of (human) evolution (Templeton 1998) , the population approach attempts to take a short cut by implicitly or explicitly postulating a complete population model which is then tested on the basis of the data. To prevent confusion over terminology, we briefly summarize in this section some concepts of the molecular approach we adopt in this paper. In molecular mtDNA usage, an mtDNA type is said to have ''geographically expanded'' to a greater or lesser degree according to its observed greater or lesser geographic distribution and the distribution of its descendant types, i.e., the distribution of the clade (haplogroup). (If an mtDNA clade is very widespread, e.g., the L2/L3 clade which is found in most of Africa and which is ancestral to more than 99% of non-African mtDNA types, then it goes without saying that the geographic expansion can only have been effected by concomitant ''demographic expansion'' of women carrying that mtDNA type.) While the geographic expansion of a molecule can be directly ascertained if no sweeping extinctions have occurred, a demographic expansion of a molecule is usually indirectly inferred from the more starlike or less starlike phylogenetic structure of its clade. The degree of ''starlikeness'' can be measured by the pairwise difference distribution within the clade (Watson et al. 1997) or by a ''star index'' (Slatkin 1996; Mateu et al. 1997; Torroni et al. 1998) . Incidentally, in contrast to population terminology, the expression ''constant-sized'' has no application here: every observed molecule type has expanded from nonexistence to existence, whereas populations are usually defined as initially consisting of a number of individuals, which can increase, remain constant, or decrease until the time level of observation.
In this paper, we attempt a more direct approach to classifying molecules into demographically ''more expanded'' and ''less expanded'' types, namely, by taking a direct census of the number of molecules descended from a strongly expanded ancestral molecule. (Strongly expanded molecules, relative to other molecules, are first determined using our star density measure. This measure includes the feature that a descendent molecule which itself initiates a major expansion is classified separately as an expansion type.) Although taking a census of molecules to evaluate expansion may sound trivial, this approach is not equivalent to its theoretical counterpart of counting humans: an increase in the number of humans may be obscured by subsequent population declines in a quite unpredictable and unreconstructable manner. This is the strength of the molecular approach: population increase, decline, or mixing can systematically change neither the relative number of molecules descended from an ancestral molecule, nor their average mutational distance, nor therefore the time estimate of coalescence to that ancestral molecule or the starlike signature of expansion.
Materials and Methods
mtDNA Nomenclature
Throughout this paper, we refer to the nucleotide numbering system in the Cambridge reference sequence (CRS) of Anderson et al. (1981) . The 11 errors recently found in the CRS by Andrews et al. (1999) did not seem to affect any of the restriction sites in the data we used below. When referring to branches in the mtDNA tree, we employ the mtDNA phylogenetic nomenclature updated by Macaulay et al. (1999) and T. Kivisild et al. (personal communication) .
Data Revision
Australians and Asians of Cann, Stoneking, and Wilson (1987) The Cann, Stoneking, and Wilson (1987) worldwide data consist of 46 Caucasians (Caucasoids), 34 1 for the letter codes used to specify the enzymes): ''8j,'' ''1484e,'' ''7750c,'' and ''13031g'' (M. Stoneking, personal communication) . Furthermore, ''1403a'' was corrected to 10397a, as pointed out by Ballinger et al. (1992a) . We added site ϩ185l in Cann types 8 and 9 in accordance with the corresponding Vigilant sequences (appendix). The publication by Cann, Stoneking, and Wilson (1987) does not specify length variability of the 9-bp duplication at nucleotide positions (nps) 8272 through 8289, but this information is available: individuals 44, 62, 71, 73, 74 (Asians) , and 72 (African American) have a 9-bp deletion (Wrishnik et al. 1987) . Even with these corrections, the Cann data set was the only RFLP set unable to produce a low-dimensional phylogenetic network (not shown), indicating undetected data problems (Bandelt et al. 1995) . For this reason, we discarded the Cann data from further analyses.
Papuans of Stoneking et al. (1990) All 119 Papuans of Stoneking et al. (1990) were taken for the present study. The ''1403a'' site was corrected to 10397a. All but two of the Cann, Stoneking, and Wilson (1987) samples, including all Papuans, had been retyped with RsaI (enzyme k) for the study, explaining the corrections in two Papuans (Papuan 24, alias Cann 12, correctly has ϩ16310k; Papuan 106, alias Cann 134, correctly has ϩ16310k). We corrected ''16178l'' to 16143l according to the sequences of Vigilant et al. (1991) . Papuan 116 is published as having Ϫ16310k, contradicting the corresponding Vigilant (1990) sequence SH17 (appendix), which has 16311T. Ballinger et al. (1992a Ballinger et al. ( , 1992b All 153 southeast Asians (14 Malaysian Chinese, 14 Malays, 32 Malay Aborigines ''Orang Asli,'' 32 Sabah Borneo Aborigines, 20 Taiwanese Han, 28 Vietnamese, and 13 South Koreans) were incorporated into the present study. We transferred site Ϫ4711i from mtDNA type 68 to mtDNA type 76, as explained in the corrigendum by Ballinger et al. (1992b) . The Ϫ4685a variant was transferred from type 69 to type 77 in our file (A. Torroni, personal communication). The site 6618e in Ballinger et al.'s (1992a) appendix B is inconsistent with clade G in the parsimony tree in their figure 2; original documentation, however, is not available. Sites ''13284a'' and ''13284e'' are artifacts (T. Schurr, personal communication) and were deleted here. Site ''ϩ4735k'' in KN99 was changed to 4732k to agree with Tib142 (Torroni et al. 1994c ) and Ev20 (Torroni et al. 1993b ). Site ''15431e'' in KN102 was renamed 15437e to agree with RFLP type SIB40 of Schurr et al. (1999) and Starikovskaya et al. (1998) share the absence of site 10180l. The ambiguous sequence region according to Anderson et al. (1981) is as follows: 15430-C GCC CTC GGC TAC-15442. The corresponding amino acid sequence is ALGL. Site 15431e implies a change from A to G, and site 15437e implies a change L to H. The following sites were corrected mainly by consulting laboratory notes: ''1063e'' is 1062e; ''3569j'' is 3659j; ''7672g'' is 7672j; ''8270k'' is probably 8269k; the purported single site change ''8569c'' in type 110 is a double site, ϩ8569c/Ϫ8572e; ''9329f'' is 9327f; ''10256j'' is 10256r; ''11557b'' is 11577b; ''15660c'' is 15460c; and ''ϩ16096g'' is Ϫ16096k. The following sites are incorrect or misplaced, but documentation is not available: ''160f,'' ''3659o,'' ''6534e'' (presumably an ''abbreviation'' of 16534e: both ''6534e'' and 16534e are recorded for VN47), ''9386e,'' ''13180j,'' ''15595e,'' and ''16512l.'' These incorrect or misplaced sites were retained, as they do not create phylogenetic conflicts. Torroni et al. (1993b) All 153 Siberians (57 Nivkhs, 51 Evenks, and 45 Udegys) were used in the present study. The sign of site 10180l is inverted; i.e., only Siberian 15 in fact has a loss at this site. Torroni et al. (1994c) The complete set of 54 Tibetans was used in the present study. Tibetan 118 was corrected as having ϩ10394c and ϩ10397a (Bandelt, Forster, and Röhl 1999) . We corrected the following positions: ''5259b'' is 5260b, ''6331b'' is 6332b, ''14773c'' is 14774c, and ''16388e'' is 16398e. Starikovskaya et al. (1998) The complete data set of 145 individuals (79 Siberian Eskimos and 66 Chukchi) was used in this study. We note that variation at nucleotide position (np) 16311 was not detected by 16310k. Schurr et al. (1999) The complete data set of 202 Kamchatkans (56 Aluitor Koryaks, 44 Karagin Koryaks, 55 Palan Koryaks, and 47 Itel'men) was used in this study. We note that variation at np 16311 was not detected by 16310k.
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Data Harmonization
The five published RFLP studies use enzyme sets which overlap but are not quite congruent (see table 1), necessitating harmonization. In the harmonized data we used for the analysis, the additional enzymes p, q, r, and s employed only by Ballinger et al. (1992a) were deleted. These enzymes recognize longer recognition sites and therefore cut infrequently: in the diverse Ballinger et al. (1992a) data, p and s never cut, q cuts once but can be expressed as o, and r cuts in only three mtDNA types. Furthermore, due to overlapping recognition sequences, enzymes m and n used in the Ballinger et al. (1992a) and Torroni et al. (1993b Torroni et al. ( , 1994c ) studies can always be expressed by j and f, respectively, in the studies used here. Enzyme h could usually be expressed as enzyme o in the four studies in which both were used (table 1). The only exceptions were in the Ballinger et al. (1992a) data, for which we retained the independent 12406h variant of Asian 19, in the Schurr et al. (1999) data, for which we retained 1004h in Koryak 66, and in the Cann, Stoneking, and Wilson (1987) data, for which we retained 3592h. We omitted enzyme FnuDII, employed only by Cann, Stoneking, and Wilson (1987) and Stoneking et al. (1990) ; this enzyme detects variation in only one of the 119 Papuan individuals. We expressed sites ϩ12345k and 64i by the alternative sites ϩ12528k and 16494i, respectively, to harmonize the Cann, Stoneking, and data with the Ballinger et al. (1992a) data. We consistently scored variation at 16517e as gains (some publications scored it as losses). The harmonization hence loses a minimum of information with respect to the standard 14-enzyme system, permitting direct comparisons with the RFLP mutation rate estimates based on European and Amerind mtDNA (Torroni et al. 1998 , and with the African RFLP data of Chen et al. (1995) . A file (asiapng.tor) of the revised and harmonized Asian data (excluding the Asians and Australians of Cann, Stoneking, and Wilson [1987] ) is available at http://www. fluxus-engineering.com.
Star Contraction Algorithm
The aim of the star contraction algorithm is to identify starlike clusters of sequences in a given sequence set and contract these clusters to single representative sequences. The resulting reduced sequence set can be entered into a phylogenetic algorithm to generate a tree or network. There are two potential applications for this method. First, large population data sets (several hundred to over a thousand) are rapidly becoming the norm in population genetic studies, and it is becoming increasingly difficult to display the corresponding phylogeny as a figure in a publication or even to visually analyze it on a computer screen. The star contraction algorithm in conjunction with a phylogenetic analysis can display the much smaller ''skeleton'' of the tree, with the clusters indicated as single nodes. The second application of the star contraction method is to rigorously define dense starlike clusters which are potentially diagnostic for demographic expansions. The time to coalescence of such phylogenetic clusters can then be dated via the molecular clock and compared with historic or prehistoric records of other disciplines.
The following algorithm specifies a certain time depth or mutational distance radius ␦ (range 0 to ϱ) up to which clusters are to be identified, with the founding sequence of a cluster being reconstructed if it is absent in the original data (step 2). Any node ancestral to a cluster is excluded from contraction into the cluster (step 9). Potential clusters are evaluated on the basis of a star density measure (step 3). Sequences which are equidistant to two or more potential stars are preferentially assigned to existing sequences rather than to inferred nodes (steps 4-6). The following algorithm can be executed several times in succession (step 11) to progressively contract the network, but the conditions in step 3 ensure that successive contraction rounds converge on a skeleton phylogeny rather than on a single node.
Step 1: Pooling of identical sequences.
Step 2: Generation of all median vectors as hypothesized ancestral nodes from triplets (U, V, W) which fulfill the following conditions, expressed in Hamming distances:
Step 3: Calculation of the clique (''clade'' in biological parlance) for every sequence of the data set and for every median vector generated in step 2. Stored in the memory are those cliques which fulfill the following conditions:
is the number of sequences (i.e., individuals) within the clique C(U) at distance radius k. The second subcondition enforces an exponentially declining contribution by increasingly distant sequences to the star center, with the empirical threshold 3.5 found to be discriminatory down to the time depth of the human mtDNA coalescent (Röhl 1999) . A further condition in this step is that the sequences contracted into a clique center A (in previous rounds of the algorithm) are contracted to their ancestral clique B only if less than half as many sequences are assigned to A compared with B. A subcondition for noncontraction of A is that at least one sequence must have been assigned to A.
Step 4: Elimination of all multiply-assigned sequences out of those cliques in which the assigned sequence is at a greater distance radius than in the clique with the smallest distance radius. Exception: sequences are not removed if the clique at the smallest distance radius has, in contrast to the other clique, a median vector as a clique center.
Step 5: Elimination of all stored cliques without any assigned sequences or with only one assigned sequence and a median vector as a clique center.
Step 6: Repetition of step 4 but without the exception.
Step 7: Elimination of all multiply-assigned sequences.
Step 8: Calculation of the minimum spanning network (Bandelt, Forster, and Röhl 1999) of the nonassigned sequences with the clique centers added.
Step 9: Elimination of all sequences which are candidates for links lying on or branching off from the minimum spanning network.
Step 10: Addition of median vectors to the data set if there are cliques left with a median vector in the center. In the following, they will be treated like originally sampled sequences. Pooling of the sequences assigned to one clique.
Step 11: Repetition from step 2 onward until no further reduction occurs or until the algorithm is terminated externally.
Step 12: Reduction of the sequence length to those characters that mutate at least once in the contracted data set.
Phylogenetic and Demographic Analysis
Prior to the star contraction analysis, we first deleted three RFLP sites from the data set: sites 16303k and 16310k, which were difficult to detect in some studies for technical reasons, and site 16517e due to its erratic, possibly directional, mutation mechanism (Chen et al. 1995; Forster et al. 1997) . For the star contraction analysis, all the RFLP data sets described above except for the Cann, Stoneking, and Wilson (1987) data were entered in the star contraction option of Network 3.0. Three rounds of star contraction were run, with ␦ set at 3 mutations, corresponding to the coalescence time of the two African mtDNA founders for modern Eurasians and Papuans (see Results). The star contraction output file was then entered into the reduced median network (RM) option (Bandelt et al. 1995) using the default settings except for the weighting of three sites as follows: sites 10394c/10397a were weighted half to counter known recurrent double-site losses through a single point mutation (Bandelt, Forster, and Röhl 1999) , and site 1715c was weighted half due to its known hypervariability (Macaulay et al. 1999) . Finally, the RM output file was entered into the median-joining (MJ) network option (Bandelt, Forster, and Röhl 1999) , using default parameters and the same weighting system, to eliminate nonparsimonious links . In this final network, any node containing more than 1% of the total number of individuals (i.e., at least 9 given the sample size of 826) was defined as a demographic expansion cluster. This threshold was chosen for the practical reason that statistical analysis of samples of size Ͻ9 does not appear sensible. In other words, for the detection of smaller demographic expansions, much larger sample sizes would be necessary. (Note that our procedure only distinguishes dense from less dense phylogenetic nodes and stars, indicating greater or lesser demographic expansion. We do not seek to draw an artificial line between ''stationary'' and ''expanding'' lineages.) The resulting expansion clusters were then analyzed for geographic distribution and for expansion age using the RFLP mutation rate.
RFLP Mutation Rate and Genetic Dating
The mutation rate of the 14-enzyme RFLP typing system for the whole mtDNA molecule has previously been calibrated (Torroni et al. 1998 ) using Amerindian samples which had been both sequenced for the first hypervariable region (np16090-np16365) of the mtDNA control region and RFLP-typed for sites throughout the molecule. A comparison of the control region tree with the RFLP tree yielded a ratio of 1.21 control region mutations for 1 RFLP mutation. Macaulay et al. (1999) performed a similar comparison in a European sample but obtained a ratio of only 0.82 control region mutations for 1 RFLP mutation. The apparently large discrepancy was only partly mitigated when the authors confined their comparison to shallow clusters in their trees (to avoid overlooking saturated recurrent mutations). A major reason for the discrepancy was that 10 of the RFLP mutations had in fact been detected by control region sequencing, namely, seven 16310k mutations, two 16303k mutations, and one 16208k mutation (V. Macaulay, personal communication), and one RFLP mutation (12308g) had been detected by a mismatched primer. When considering only the shallow clusters in their phylogeny (H, pre-HV, J, T, K, U1, U5, R1, and X) this still leaves seven RFLP mutations which would not have been detected by conventional RFLP typing in most of the RFLP publications used here. After subtracting these mutations, we obtained a control region/RFLP mutation ratio for their tree of 0.9500. For the purpose of this paper, we adopted the average ratio between 0.95 and 1.21, namely 1.08, which translates into 1 RFLP mutation every 21,800 years using the control region calibration of Forster et al. (1996) and Saillard et al. (2000) . This point estimate is similar to the calibration of Horai et al. (1995) using primate mtDNA. As a time measure for dating nodes in the phylogeny, we use the demographically unbiased parameter , which is the average mutational distance to the node of interest (Morral et al. 1994; Forster et al. 1996) . For estimating the standard error of , we employed the method of Saillard et al. (2000) . The values for and are converted into years by multiplication with the mutation rate. The standard error does not include uncertainty in the mutation rate. However, any future improved calibration for the mutation rate can directly be multiplied with the and values presented throughout this paper to obtain improved absolute time estimates. Thus, for example, if the out-of-Africa migration date were doubled from 55,000 years to 110,000 years (e.g., to accommodate the Skhul/Qafzeh remains as our ancestors), then the mtDNA date for the migration into the Americas would correspondingly increase from 25,000 to 50,000 years.
Results
Star Contraction Applied to Simulated mtDNA Control Region Evolution
Conventional methods for verifying data models used in the phylogenetic analysis of molecular sequences are largely based on coalescence theory (cf. Wakeley and Hey 1997) , in which the point of departure is a sample of current molecules whose ancestry is traced back in time to the most recent common ancestral molecule. The more realistic approach of simulating molecular evolution forward in time enables the geneticist to better study founder effects and bottlenecks with the concomitant loss of sequences, as well as the effect on the phylogeny of multiple hits at the same nucleotide positions. For the following forward simulation, we assumed a founding set of 500 mtDNA molecules (four sequence types with a frequency of 125 each) whose number undergoes various expansions, contractions, and phases of stagnation in a period of 60,000 years, with an average generation time of 25 years. The simulation assumed that a woman could have maximally 3 daughters who would survive to reproductive age. In total, the number of molecules was permitted to rise to 5,000. In addition, we chose the mutation rate of Forster et al. (1996) , which posits one transition per 20,180 years between nps 16090 and 16365 in the mtDNA control region. To begin with, we used the infinite-sites model, which requires that mutational events never hit the same nucleotide position twice; i.e., the number of nucleotide positions is unlimited. After the simulation, every mutation was randomly assigned to one of 275 nucleotide positions, with the positions being grouped into three mutation rate classes. The sizes of the three groups and their mutation rates were defined with reference to ArisBrosou and Excoffier's (1996) gamma distribution with ␣ ϭ 0.4 for the mutation probability of the positions. The borders for the maximum probabilities within the three groups were chosen as follows: conservative positions ϭ probability 0 to 0.0015; average positions ϭ probability Ͼ0.0015 to 0.01; hypervariable positions ϭ probability Ͼ0.01. Average values for each of the three groups were determined from these probabilities. Since the gamma distribution of Aris-Brosou and Excoffier (1996) refers not to 275 nucleotide positions but to 300, we multiplied the ranges by 11/12 and rounded to 5 positions. Transition probabilities were as follows: for nps 1-150, (conservative), 1/1,500; for nps 151-250 (average), 3/1,000; for nps 251-275 (hypervariable) 3/125.
At this point, we compressed the infinite-sites model into the finite-sites model by assigning several independent mutation events to a single nucleotide position (parallel mutations and reversions); nevertheless, the historical order of mutations was stored in the computer, allowing later comparisons of the real molecular tree with the reconstructed phylogenies.
The simulation spanned a period of 60,000 years (2,400 generations) with a nearly stagnant census punctuated by the following phases of increase and decline: expansion to 1,500 molecules-start at generation 20, end at generation 130; expansion to 2,500 molecules-start at generation 400, end at generation 450; contraction to 1,000 molecules-start at generation 700, end at generation 750; expansion to 5,000 molecules-start at generation 850, end at generation 950; contraction to 3,500 molecules-start at generation 1200, end at generation 1220; contraction to 3,000 molecules-start at generation 1600, end at generation 1605; expansion to 5,000 molecules-start at generation 2000, end at generation 2030.
The expansion and contraction phases were simulated according to a sinelike function in the interval [Ϫ/2, /2]. Within the specified restraints, the simulation allowed a maximum random change of 2% of the overall number of molecules from one generation to the next. In other words, minor expansions and contractions were permitted even during the stagnation phases. For example, in the simulation described here, a minor expansion occurred in the last 400 generations, yielding a molecule census of 5,371 at the end of the simulation. In the course of the simulation, two of the original four founding sequence types went extinct, the first one after only 5,000 years (200 generations), and the second after about 20,000 years (800 generations). Finally, from the resulting data set, 200 sequences were randomly sampled and submitted to the star contraction algorithm. Figure 2 displays the true tree and within it the starcontracted tree of the random sample. It should be pointed out that the expectation of exactly reconstructing the true tree ( fig. 2) is not justified. For one thing, parallel mutations may make certain sequence types look identical, as in the case of sequence types 1895 and 2388 and sequence types 2140 and 4815. Moreover, a reversal has occurred at nucleotide position 264 on the link between type 1190 and type 3954 which no parsimony method would identify. In the first round, the star contraction algorithm reduced this data set from 50 sequence types with 43 variable positions to 23 sequence types with 23 variable positions, hence a reduction by 75.4% (number of sequence types multiplied by number of variable positions). In this first round, no type was incorrectly assigned, and two median vectors were reconstructed. In the second star contraction round, the data set was reduced by another 11 sequence types and 8 variable positions, and the third round caused another reduction by one sequence type and one position (not shown).
To summarize, the SC algorithm in this simulation was found to assign, without any errors, numerous sequence types to ancestral nodes, in spite of the high level of homoplasy. This not only contracts the data set by over 70% after a single round of star contraction, it also accurately identifies and contracts numerous parallel and reverse mutations, thus simplifying subsequent phylogenetic analyses, e.g., by applying a tree-building or a network algorithm to the star-contracted data set.
Star Contraction Applied to Real mtDNA CodingRegion RFLP Evolution
Threefold application of the star contraction algorithm to the 826 east Asian and Papuan RFLP sequences (encompassing 247 types) contracted the number of types to 115 after the first round, 85 after the second round, and 83 after the third round. The reduction efficiency was thus similar to the frequency Ͼ1 option of Network 2.0 (654 sequences occurred more than once, yielding 75 different types, which yielded a structurally similar RM network not shown here). The reduced data set was weighted as described in the Materials and Methods and submitted to a reduced median network analysis which yielded a three-dimensional phylogenetic network containing both parsimonious and nonparsimonious links (not shown). To eliminate nonparsimonious links, the RM output was submitted to an MJ network analysis, and the resulting simpler network is shown in figure 3 . Inspection of the Asian/Papuan net- (Macaulay et al. 1999; Quintana-Murci et al. 1999) , except for P and Q, which are new labels proposed here. Note that any type derived from, e.g., a C node is itself within clade C. The asterisk denotes the African root.
work reveals that most Papuans fall into branches which are distinct from those for mainland Asians, except for mtDNA clades B, E, and F, which were found in coastal Papua New Guinea, and one Malay Malaysian (MM90) who was potentially maternally related to one of the highland Papuan clusters. To investigate the Papuan sample, we therefore constructed a phylogenetic network ( fig. 4 ) of the Papuans including the Malay. The Papuan network was constructed by combining the RM with the MJ algorithms as for the network of figure 3. We dispensed with the star contraction algorithm for the Papua New Guinea network because the expansion clusters were already defined in the overall network and we here wished to focus on individual correspondences between control-region and RFLP types (see Discussion). Intraspecific robustness tests such as bootstrapping are not available for shallow intraspecies phylogenies (Bandelt et al. 1995) . However, confidence can be gained figure 3 , circle areas correspond to the numbers of individuals, and variation at 16303k and 16310k is included. Symbols and abbreviations are as in figure 3 , except that the numbers preceding the Papuan labels indicate geographic origin: 1-3 indicate highland Papuans, and higher numbers indicate coastal Papuans as in Stoneking et al. (1990) . Clade Q corresponds to clade II in Sykes et al. (1995) . RFLP types which have been sequenced for the mtDNA control region (appendix) are underlined. The asterisk denotes the African root.
from the fact that most links in the Asian part of the phylogeny correspond to the published phylogenies of the individual data sets (for a reanalysis of the Tibetan data, see Bandelt, Forster, and Röhl [1999] ) if variation at 16517e is disregarded. A separate tree of the Papuans has not previously been published, but published trees combining the Papuans with others are available Ballinger et al. 1992a ). In those analyses, most of the Papuans are grouped into the same two highland clusters and into the coastal B cluster as in our analysis, and the deep mutations within these clusters are the same. Only the tips are slightly different, but this is mainly due to 16310k and 16517e, which we weighted half and zero, respectively, unlike in the published analyses.
Next, we defined those nodes in the Asian-Papuan phylogeny ( fig. 3 ) which contained more than 1% of the sample (i.e., a minimum of 9 individuals given a sample size of 826) as demographic expansion clusters. Typically, such a node consists of an existing sequence type with derived sequence types contracted into it by the star contraction algorithm; however, some nodes are ancestral nodes postulated by the star contraction algorithm, in which case they are designated by ''sc'' if descendant types have been contracted into them. The expansion nodes are listed in table 2, along with their age estimates. We decided to differentiate the diversity values for two of the expansion nodes in the network (A and B) into two values each because their diversities were dominated by a single population in both cases; thus, for A, we calculated the values for Beringians, i.e., Eskimos, Chukchi, and Kamchatkans (entered as A2), separately from the values for the other Asians (A1); this division was justified because Beringian A2 was mutated at np 16111 and was thus more closely related to American A2 than to Asian A1. For B, we calculated the values for coastal Papua New Guineans (B/png) separately from B for the other Asians (B/asia). This division was also justified by a consideration of the corresponding control-region sequences (appendix), as all of the Papuan B types had the Polynesian sequence motif, known to have expanded recently (Melton et al. 1995; Sykes et al. 1995; figure 3 ; not to be confused with entire clades of the same name.
Oppenheimer, and Sykes 1998). A few cluster descendants were not contracted by the algorithm because they were involved in a network reticulation; we therefore performed some modest postprocessing of the clusters by resolving reticulations on the basis of control-region information where available (these resolved reticulations are indicated as dotted lines in fig. 3 ), or in the case of the Papuan clusters involved in reticulations, by referring to the separate Papuan network (fig. 4) . The age estimates in table 2 are sorted by decreasing age and range from 65,400 Ϯ 23,300 years for one of the Papuan clusters to ages of less than 10,000 years for several north Asian clusters. Out of the total number of 826 individuals, 716 (87%) are assigned to one of the 20 expansion nodes in table 2. The current geographic distributions of the expansion clusters are shown in figures 5 and 6. All 826 Asian and Papuan sequences (as, in fact, most non-African sequences) belong to the African subcluster L3, defined by the lack of site 3592h (Watson et al. 1997) . Consequently, the root of the Asian-Papuan network is the node separating the 10394c/10397a links between M and N and is indicated by asterisks in figures 3 and 4. The root node has two major derivatives-the M and N clusters-and, at first glance, three minor derivatives-MA76, V34, and mtDNA clade Y. However, these minor branches are probably derived from N via reversions at 10394c, which is known to be a hypervariable site (Macaulay et al. 1999) . This is clearest in the case of clade Y, whose control region motif includes np 16223C, as do those of clades B, F, and P, which represent a major subset of N sequences. Another case of reversion at 10394c is apparent in the Papuan network ( fig. 4) . Here, according to its control region sequence, Papuan 152 is clade K, which is a derivative of N (Macaulay et al. 1999) . It is incidentally surprising to find a single K sequence, typical of Europe, in the Papuan Highlands. In short, there are at most two likely out-of-Africa founder types identifiable at 14-enzyme resolution, namely, the root nodes of M and N. Incidentally, control-region sequencing cannot further resolve these two nodes (Watson et al. 1997; Quintana-Murci et al. 1999) . We calculated the diversity for these two potential founders, and thus the minimum age for the out-of-Africa migration, at 2.4861 Ϯ 0.5232 (corresponding to 54,200 Ϯ 11,400 years) for mtDNA clade M and 2.4512 Ϯ 0.5364 (corresponding to 53,400 Ϯ 11,700 years) for mtDNA clade N. These values are in excellent agreement with the age of the L3 expansion in Africa, dated at 60,000-80,000 years (Watson et al. 1997; Quintana-Murci et al. 1999) , which is necessarily expected to predate the out-of-Africa migration. Note that the founding ages of 54,000 years for M and N should not be confused with their expansion ages of around 30,000 years, which we discuss below.
Discussion
Nearly all non-African mtDNA types are descended from at most two sequences at the resolution of both mtDNA control-region sequencing and 14-enzyme RFLP typing, indicating that possibly only a small number of women carrying closely related mtDNA types migrated out of Africa according to the following considerations. The founder ages of the corresponding root types of clades M and N are very similar (54,000 Ϯ 11,500 years), raising the possibility that these two mtDNA types are derived from a single African migration. Furthermore, the fact that the M and N founder types differ by only two RFLP mutations from each other, while the average difference in the ancestral African L1 group is about 10 RFLP mutations (Chen et al. 1995) , indicates that they may have belonged to a genetically closely knit group. The minimum age of about 54,000 years for the out-ofAfrica migration is in agreement with the dentochronol-FIG. 5.-Current distribution of mtDNA expansion clusters older than 20,000 years. The permafrost boundary at the glacial maximum about 20,000 years ago is drawn according to Frenzel, Pécsi, and Velichko (1992) . Circle areas are proportional to sample sizes; cluster labels refer to the local presence or absence of clusters without specifying local frequency. Note that the labels A, B/asia, etc. are used here to denote clusters as defined in figure 3 ; these clusters are within clades A, B, etc. defined by Macaulay et al. (1999) . A single coastal Papuan (P150) has a F/v51 type which is omitted here, as it presumably represents a recent Austronesian contribution. ogical date of 60,000 Ϯ 6,100 years (Turner 1986 ) and with the expansion age of 60,000-80,000 years of the ancestral L2/L3 node (Watson et al. 1997) , which repopulated much of Africa, with the exception of the Bushman and West Pygmy enclaves.
The oldest expansion in Eurasia occurred 65,000 Ϯ 23,000 years ago (table 2) and is witnessed by mitochondrial descendants preserved in Papua New Guinea; the age estimate can be narrowed somewhat by considering that the Papuan node is derived from a Eurasian founder, so it should not be older than 54,000 Ϯ 12,000 years. This is still about 20,000 years older than any mainland Asian cluster, although both the Papuans and the Asians are derived from the same two Eurasian founders. On the basis of this time difference, we tentatively propose the following scenario to account for the obvious phenotypic differences between Papuans and Asians despite their sharing a common mitochondrial ancestry: The M and N founders derive from a single African migration but split at an early stage (possibly before reaching Europe, which lacks M) into protoPapuan and proto-Eurasian. The proto-Papuan M and N immediately expanded demographically and geographically along a southern route until reaching Papua New Guinea, thus allowing Papuans to retain their overall genetic similarity to Africans . Meanwhile, proto-Eurasians spent 20 or more millennia genetically drifting to their present distinct European, Indian, and east Asian M and N types, as well as phenotypes (compare the common Papuan/Eurasian melanocortin receptor variants in table 1 of Harding et al. [2000] ), long before expanding. The Papuan network in figure 4 shows that it may still be possible to trace the proposed southern route taken by proto-Papuan mtDNA. As had already been noted by Ballinger et al. (1992a) , one Malay Malaysian (MM90) has two diagnostic sites-15606a and 207o-in common with the Papuan P clade. Comparison of Papuan RFLP clade P with the corresponding control-region sequences (SH17 and WE17 in the appendix) demonstrates that the following control-region motif (relative to CRS) is ancestral to the Papuan cluster: 16223.C (as in CRS), 16357.C, 73.G, 212.C (corresponding to 207o), and 263.G. Screening for these positions and 15606a in relevant populations FIG. 6 .-Current distribution of mtDNA expansion clusters younger than 20,000 years. The permafrost boundary at the glacial maximum about 20,000 years ago is drawn according to Frenzel, Pécsi, and Velichko (1992) . Circle areas are proportional to sample sizes; cluster labels refer to the local presence or absence of clusters without specifying local frequency. Note that the labels A2, B/png, etc. are used here to denote clusters as defined in figure 3 ; these clusters are within clades A, B, etc. defined by Macaulay et al. (1999) .
(Indians, Andaman islanders) may help to confirm the proposed southern route into Papua New Guinea. If Malaysian MM90 turns out to be representative of southeast Asia, then 12528k ( fig. 4 ) would have mutated in or near Papua New Guinea, yielding a minimum age of 33,000 Ϯ 8,000 years (table 2) for the settlement of Papua New Guinea, and a maximum age of 51,000 Ϯ 17,000 years (i.e., the age of the node ancestral to MM90). Another interesting point to resolve would be the genetic relationship of Australians to Papuans and Eurasians. Unfortunately, the Australian RFLP data had to be discarded for this study (see Materials and Methods) , but other studies on mtDNA control-region sequences (Redd and Stoneking 1999) and Y STRs (Forster et al. 1998) have shown that Papuans and Australians are not closely related as far as these loci are concerned. The oldest Australian human remains are found at Lake Mungo and dated to 62,000 Ϯ 6,000 years (Thorne et al. 1999) . Ancient DNA extracted from these remains (Adcock et al. 2001 ) may be genuine (although experimental reproduction and details are lacking), as it appears to be related to an ancient mtDNA type found to be inserted in nuclear DNA of modern humans (Zischler et al. 1995) . The absence of this mtDNA lineage in any mitochondria in over 17,000 published modern human mtDNA sequences (Röhl et al. 2001) , including those of aboriginal Australians, would mean that the Lake Mungo mtDNA lineage was replaced by modern mtDNA (Adcock et al. 2001) at some time in the past 60,000 years.
At the next time level in table 2, six expansion nodes cluster closely at 27,000 to 35,000 years. If we take the mean value of 31,000 years as a lower limit for the arrival in east Asia of the African founders (a distance of about 8,000 km) and 54,000 years as the starting date, then the minimal eastward migration speed would have amounted to about 300 m/year. This rate appears plausible, as it is on the same order of magnitude as the minimal southward migration speed of Amerinds from Beringia to Chile of about 1 km per year, assuming an Alaskan entry date of 25,000 years and an arrival in Monte Verde by at least 14,000 calendar years ago . Similarly, the arrival of the east African L2/L3 expansion (60,000 years old) in west FIG. 7. -a, Out-of-Africa migration and establishment of regional founding mtDNA pools (weak Garden of Eden scenario) 60,000-20,000 years ago. The labels A, B, C, etc. denote mtDNA clades and are not listed exhaustively for each area. Dates within ellipses refer to demographic expansions; other dates refer to migration events; the dates may vary by more than 10,000 years within and between studies. b, Glacial refugia about 20,000 years ago as detected by mtDNA analysis. Question marks indicate lack of mitochondrial data for some representative areas. The postglacial re-expansion from the Iberian refugium was postulated by Torroni et al. (1998) , and mtDNA analyses on the Polynesian expansion of clade B are reviewed by Richards, Oppenheimer, and Sykes (1998) . The presence of further Near Eastern mtDNA clades in Europe is postulated by Richards et al. (2000) . The ancient presence of N in India is corroborated by its Indian subclade of U (Kivisild et al. 1999 Africa by 30,000 years ago (Watson et al. 1997 ) implies a westward migration speed of at least 200 m/year. Inspection of the geographic distributions of the six oldest East Asian expansion clusters reveals that they are mainly located south of the permafrost boundary of the Last Glacial Maximum 20,000 years ago ( fig. 5 ). A link with the Ice Age is strengthened by the gap in table 2 of 10,000 years during the Last Glacial Maximum before the next demographic expansion clusters occurred, all younger than 17,000 years and thus postglacial maximum. Most of these postglacial clusters are found today in northern Asia ( fig. 6) , excepting a few southeast Asian expansion clusters, notably, the Polynesian mtDNA clade B expansion to coastal Papua New Guinea ). Taken together, this evidence strongly suggests that northern Asia was depopulated during the Last Glacial Maximum (fig.  7) . The early expansions starting about 30,000 years ago in Asia did, however, reach America before they were swept back again, as is seen in the widespread presence of mtDNA clade B in America and central Asia, but not in northern Asia (Shields et al. 1993; Torroni et al. 1993a Torroni et al. , 1993b . According to the time estimates in table 2 and the geographic distributions in figures 5 and 6, northern Asia was resettled partly from central Asia (from approximately the latitude of Korea according to fig. 5 ) and partly from the Beringian glacial refuge from whence the Na Dene and Eskimo derive their mtDNA clade A2 types . The reexpansions from these two refugia may have contributed to the geographic patterns of the second principal component of autosomal variation in Asia (fig. 4.17.2 in Cavalli-Sforza, Menozzi, and Piazza 1994) . Any attempt to search for the Amerind ancestors in modern Mongolians (Neel, Biggar, and Sukernik 1994) or elsewhere is thus going to overlook the actual ancestral Amerind population which crossed the Bering land bridge more than 20,000 years ago, presumably from northeast Asia, and then had most of its genetic traces in Asia obliterated by the ensuing glacial conditions.
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